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"Father of My Children" is a 2007 Indian Hindi romantic comedy film directed by Samir Karnik. The
film stars Abhishek Bachchan and Jaya Bachchan. It was released on 15 August 2007.... "Father of
My Children" is a 2007 Indian Hindi romantic comedy film directed by Samir Karnik. The film stars
Abhishek Bachchan and Jaya Bachchan. It was released on 15 August 2007. The Hindi versions of
the first two instalments of the film, "Father and Sons" and "Father of My Children" were released
with the tagline "The Fighter and the Defeated" on 8 May 2007. The first film, which did well at the
Indian box office, got its Hindi dubbed version, "Paathshala", in August 2007. Set in Mumbai, the
film is about a middle-class family: Babban, a retired ad man, and his wife, Lalita. Babban's two sons,
Chhotu (Abhishek Bachchan) and Karan (Vivek Oberoi), are very different. Karan is an adman who
has his wife Kiran (Preity Zinta) for a project and is a clever and cynical man. Chhotu is, on the other
hand, a nice but simple-minded man, who gets financial help from his father. A twist in the film is
that Kiran is Chhotu's wife. Chhotu has an affair with "Rani", an independent woman, who is a paid
sex worker and is Karan's mistress. This eventually leads to trouble and twists in the life of the
family. . Father of My Children in Hindi with English Subtitle published:12 Dec 2015 Father of My
Children in Hindi with English Subtitle Father of My Children in Hindi with English Subtitle
published:12 Dec 2015 views:2548401 Father Of My Children (2007) Teaser HD - A true Indian
Movie. Watch Online Hindi Movies Free, Adult Sex Comedy. The movie revolves around the life of a
middle-class family. It's a very entertaining and interesting movie. The movie is very nice to watch.
Subscribe my channel for more movie : ========== Script Writer : C..... Father Of My Children
(2007) Teaser HD - A true Indian Movie. Watch Online Hindi Movies
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